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X9Ware LLC Releases X9Assist R2.06 With Improved Export Support  
 
ST. LOUIS,  Missouri (June 28, 2013) - X9Ware LLC announces the availability of X9Assist 
R2.06 which includes significant enhancements and usability improvements.  X9Assist is a full 
function tool for organizations involved with check image processing both in the United States 
and Canada.  X9Assist contains support for the industry standard ANSI X9.37 and X9.100-187 
specifications and variants including the UCD, CCD, and East Caribbean ACH formats.    
 
This latest release, R2.06, enhances Export to allow multiple x9 files to be used as input when 
building a single CSV output file.  Export allows you to identify the specific record types to be 
exported from a parsed x9 file. With this enhancement, for example, you can read dozens or 
even hundreds of x9 files and create a single CSV that contains the file header and type 25 
records across all of the selected x9 input files. This provides significant productivity 
improvements for users who routinely need to locate data across a large number of files.  
 
R2.06 contains various additional enhancements including a new Repackage tool that can be 
used to rebundle and optionally reorder records within ICL/ICLR files, the ability to save and 
reuse Scrub configurations, an enhanced Check Viewer that shows the full MICR line from the 
item record, automated repair of 61 credit amounts, and Make/Generate usability improvements 
including support for make/generate reformatter pairs.   
 
A complete list of enhancements included in R2.06 can be found at the X9Ware LLC website 
www.x9ware.com;  go to Contact Us and then Release History.  An evaluation copy of X9Assist 

can be downloaded from our website (visit our Download section).  A full function version can be 
made available for an extended evaluation period upon request.  Please write to 
x9assist@x9ware.com.  
 

 

About X9Ware LLC 

X9Ware LLC (www.x9ware.com) provides extensive tools for users of the various x9.37 file 

specifications. The product line extends from a free x9 viewer to tools that include validate, 

modify,  make, generate, scrub, import, export, and a host of other x9 support and 

reporting functions.  X9Ware LLC strives to offer the best tools in the industry and also 

offers consulting services that are based on our 35 years of industry experience.  

 
Contact  

Lowell Huff 

lowell.huff@x9ware.com 

314-580-3465 
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